
READ THINK WRITE ACROSTIC POEMS NAMES

In this online tool, students can learn about and write acrostic poems. Students create acrostic poems using their names
and the names of things that are In this lesson, students read fiction, informational text, and poetry about shadows to .

For each line, think about which quality of the subject you would like to describe. In the example below, the
initial and last letters of each line both spell out the name 'Stroud'. Write down the letters of the name of the
subject, to spell out its name in a vertical line. A is for Agreeable, a breeze to get along with R is for
Refreshing, stimulating company I is for Incredible, you raise the bar for greatness A is for Alluring, drawing
people in L is for Light-hearted, you have an easy laughter The 'free-form' style This structure gives you much
more freedom to let your creativity flourish. This could be anything; your favorite person, cat, or inanimate
objects like pens. CHLOE Cherry lips and sparkling eyes, Hair in glossy locks that lies, Are attractive, we
confess, Rarely made the world to bless, If combined with artlessness; These unite to make thee fair, Yielding
beauty past compare. ETHEL 'Ethel' means 'noble,' but nobility The world has found lies not in birth alone,
Her noble mind in noble thoughts we see, Ending in noble deeds; and thus 't is shown Lovely in looks, her
works as sweet may be. Spend some time on this part so they have several words to choose from when writing
the poem. A good acrostic poem lesson plan requires a rough draft, peer revision, and a typed final copy.
Below are some common acrostic poem styles for reference. Session Four: Preliminary Sharing and Revising
Tell students that they will work in groups to read each other's poems. Once home of the cloth it gave its name
tO, Uphill and down again its streets lead yoU. For instance, you might write "Hedwig is" or "Cookies are. As
they work, circulate among the groups to listen in, giving advice and ideas when necessary and appropriate. It
isn't necessary to complete this whole poem, since students have already been through the process. Save these
banks for future acrostics. Give the children word banks, or brainstorm words of interest on the board. At this
point, you can check the spelling. Fold a sheet of construction paper in half and glue one poem to each side of
the inside of the folded paper. Ask students to tell about some things that are important to them. Suggestions
might be a pet, a favorite person, a favorite food, and so forth. Point out to students that suggestions are
optional, and that this is a time to try out different ideas, to get help with spelling, and to finish up their poems
before they make a new, clean copy for publishing. For instance, should the first letter of each line spell out
the name of the subject the poem is about? Or, should the name of the subject be spelt out in a diagonal line?
Zantippe's talents had enforced so well: Ah! Procedures Writing an acrostic poem appeals to learners at all
levels. Elizabeth it is in vain you say 'Love not' â€” thou sayest it in so sweet a way: In vain those words from
thee or L. Decide on the subject of the acrostic poem.


